COMPANY ADDRESS AND CONTACTS

Name of company: IBS SECURITY Ltd.
Headquarters: Tomšičeva cesta 13, 1330 Kočevje, Slovenia, EU
Tax number: SI57099626
Phone number: +386 1 546 50 65
Mobile Phone: +386 40 570 402
CEO: Mr. Dalibor Debartoli
Latitude: 45.642488, 14.860722
E-mail address: info@ibs-varovanje.si
Web site: www.ibs-varovanje.si

SECURITY SERVICES
✓ Close Protection
✓ Protection of property
✓ Protection of Public Gatherings
✓ Security planning
✓ Protection of Business Meetings
✓ Counter Eavesdropping
✓ Private Investigator Services
✓ High Risk close Protection
✓ Convoy escorting
✓ Technical Protection
✓ Door supervisors
✓ Armored Transportation
✓ Crypto Telephony
✓ Counter Surveillance, ect.

TRAININGS AND EDUCATION
✓ Close protection trainings
✓ Survival trainings
✓ Diving trainings (PSS)
✓ Close Quarter Battle trainings (JIUJUTSU, KRAVMAGA)
✓ Tactical Firearms trainings
✓ Sniper and Counter sniper trainings
✓ Tactical Driving trainings
✓ IED and ESD search
✓ PSD - Protective Service Details
✓ Combat Medic and Paramedic trainings

CERTIFICATES and LICENSE
✓ License to Protect people and property, issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs
✓ License for Close Protection, issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs
✓ License to protect public gatherings, issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs
✓ License to provide security in night clubs (door supervisors), issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs
✓ License for the carrying out of Fire Protection Prevention, issued by the Ministry of Defense,
✓ License for working with confidential information’s, issued by the Ministry of Defense (SECURITY CLEARANCE),
✓ License for Armored Transportation, issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs,
✓ License for Technical Security, issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs,
✓ Members of Confederation of European Security Services (CoESS),
✓ Members of ASIS and IBS, etc.
PROTECTION OF PROPERITY

IBS Security Ltd. is licensed to protect people and property. Certificate No. 2510-16/2006/4 issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs, April 2006.

The supply of physical and technical protection of objects in our company offers the following services: Physical protection of facilities with static security guards and security guards – receptionists. When persons entering the protected zone, first come in contact with security guards – receptionists, which means that the security guard – receptionists is mirror of the entire company. From our staff, therefore is required orderliness, communication skills, friendliness and professionalism.

Mobile security guards – patrols and intervention unit are carried out by the best trained men in the Section of physical protection of facilities. Facilities are protected also in operational – prevention ways, which means that our security guards develop a genuine and friendly relationship with nearby residents both in terms of protection of buildings to obtain a number of allies who finally established presence in the area of the protected
zone. We have authorization number 8450 – 61/2007 – 4 issued by the Ministry of Defense for the carrying out Fire Protection Prevention.

**PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF PROPERITY** - Physical security of the facility may be implemented through security guarding service, the intervention unit or permanent present static security guards at the protected site. How to carry out physical protection depends on the security plan, which is prepared on the basis of threat assessment. Without any physical protection of technical protection facilities may not be 100 percent effective.

**CLOSE PROTECTION**

Close Protection is covered by a specific set of security measures within the operational preventive physical and personal security. IBS Security Ltd., has the License for Close Personal Protection *Certificate No. 2510 - 27/2007/7* issued by Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Slovenia in May 2007.

**PROTECTIVE INTELLIGENCE** – Section is running and executing preventive and operational protection of persons. The main task of the section is preparation of threat assessments, risk assessments and security vulnerability surveys. On the basis of threat assessment and in accordance with a set of measures, protection of the person is planned.
Threat assessment is prepared on the basis of all available information it can obtain from various open sources, clients, with its own activity, enhanced the implementation of direct physical protection and in collaboration with external partners e.g. detectives, police and other governmental institutions. As a part of the planning, section hedging to ensure optimum safety of protected persons, and plans to provide those security measures that are necessary to ensure the safety of specific individuals.

**PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF PERSONS** – We offer a wide range of security services, including: Operational preventive protection: our experts in conjunction with external reference companies and detective services, assess the actual security threats, and give an opinion on the urgent security measures necessary to ensure the integrity of personality parties.

**Security Chauffeurs:** our professionally trained Security Chauffeurs with many years of working experience in the field of personal protection ensure that the customer arrives safely from point A to point B. They are trained to recognize potential hazards and how to avoid and prevent incidents. If incident happen they respond quickly and effectively.
Body guarding: if threat assessments reveal that for the security of the person a bodyguard is necessary, this work will be done for you by our best security guards, trained in all areas. It is a group of persons who have many years of experiences in police, armed forces, intelligence, etc. All of our bodyguards are holders of “National Vocational Qualification Bodyguard”, and Certificates of bodyguards international reference organization IBA they all continue with permanent training in all areas relevant to their work.

Security Protection for Executives, VIPs and individuals in the territory of the republics of former Yugoslavia and elsewhere in the world: We have branches in most countries, including in those with high security risk (e.g. Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq), in which our clients wish to travel. Our operatives with the assistance of our international branches can provide the protection almost everywhere in the world.

PROTECTION OF PUBLIC GATHERINGS

IBS Varovanje d.o.o is licensed to protect public gatherings. Certificate No. 2510-17/2009/2 issued by the Ministry of Internal Affairs, April 2009. In our company we have special trained unit “group for the protection of public gatherings” which provide order and peace at public events; protection is carried out through security guards and through technical means and mechanical devices for protection in accordance with the regulations governing this area.

Group maintain public order and peace in the sports, entertainment, cultural and other gatherings and events that are accessible to public, and bringing together a large number of people with different interests.

Protection of Business Meetings – Employees in our company, together with external collaborators, have extensive experience in the field of security protection of persons and facilities. Most of these experiences we have gained by participating in the planning, management and implementation of hedging domestic and foreign protected persons with the highest risk, which individuals in the company gained while working in the Office of Safety and Security inside the General Police Directorate.

Organization and protection of business or social events, VIP parties, may include the following measures: transport with our / your vehicle to the chosen location and back; counter surveillance review of the facility; covert transportation with our / your vehicles to the selected secret locations and back; covert physical –
technical protection of the facility or person; operational – preventive actions; organization of the entire Social Meeting.

**PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EVENTS AND MEETINGS**

To ensure the safety of these events, we have a combined group of our most experienced and skilled security guards. In cooperation with the Communication and event management agency Artizana d.o.o, FUTURA DBV and other, which is our business partners, we can organize and prepare the entire event logistics.

**SECURITY PLANNING**

“Security plan” is a document which contains an assessment of the degree of risk and physical security plan. Assessment of the degree of risk is a document that serves as the basis for the security plan with the system of physical and technical protection and defines the scope of protection and security needs.

We first precisely identify needs of each customer and establish security system which is the most effective for each customer. Basic rule is that the system must be adjusted to provide the optimum level of safety and security. We also maintain regular cooperation and information flow with our customers.
Physical security plan is a dynamic document that changes, complements and builds in accordance with the evaluation of the degree of risk. It must be constructed in a way that the measures are suited to the overall assessment of the degree of risk. We also offer security a consultation at strategic and operational level. Our company has in the private security services market excellent references, reputation and confidence of our services. The reason for that is our approach to the projects with a multidisciplinary collaboration with renowned experts in the field of safety and security and safety companies.


COUNTER EAVESDROPPING

Counter Eavesdropping are passive or active measures taken to protect sensitive or commercially valuable information from electronic or physical eavesdropping.

PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR SERVICES

In cooperation with the reference detective agency “Detective BIRO” We can gather information for you.

In collaboration with the French company TRCOM, of course, with the permission of the Ministry of Defense, we provide the highest possible level of service protected and secure communications (CRYPTO SMART).

Mobile Device

- End-to-End secure voice calls and secure SMS
- Integrated clear and secure communications
- Strong user authentication
- Secure to clear voice calls
- Presence indicator – secure contacts
- Undetectable secure communication
- Full control of all communications ports
- Local Data encryption
- Single-Sign-On – PIN code encapsulated
- Device locker (security code)

While performing security tasks in Bureau for Security and Protection he studied and organized tasks on the field of personal and buildings security. In this period Debartoli while organizing visits with highest risk assessment (such us official visits of highest representatives of the states, delegations, for example OSCE meeting, NATO meeting, Regards to EURO...) gathered enrich professional experience on the field of direct protectively-operative security. In 2007 Director of the Police appointed Debartoli for a Leader of the working group which was responsible to prepare Risk assessment in connection to hold the EU presidency. Last 15 years he took part on different additional trainings (martial arts, shooting, safe driving, driving with 4X4 vehicles, emergency police driving, Transport of dangerous persons on the airplanes, etc).

As the Head of the Preventive department in the Bureau for Security and protection Debartoli gathered richly experience also on the Senior management level. Besides other obligations he was responsible for protectively-operative security of Prime minister Mr. Janez Janša, Minister for Interrior Mr. Dragutin Mate and other ministers (gathering of the operative information’s and preparation of Risk assessments). Debartoli is well known traditional JUJUTSU master. With his knowledge and experience he was responsible for martial arts trainings of other members of Bureau of Security and protection. He is also IBA Close Protection instructor and ILETA DART Instructor.

National Chamber for Private Protection services in 2005 signed a special contract with Dalibor Debartoli. He is one of the official performers (instructors) for the national program – Protection of persons (CQB, Protective driving, Firearms, Telecommunications, Stress management, BG Protocol, Risk Asessment etc). Since 2002 actively cooperates as IBA Instructor at International Bodyguard Association training activities. Holder of the IBA BG license. On 19.9.2002 graduated on Police Academy, Rocenska 56, 1211 Ljubljana Šmartno. Also possess national professional certificates for Security officer, Bodyguard and Security manager. Just to mention. He was also working as Underwater military specialist in Special Intervention Unit – 1. Special brigade, Moris (1995-1996).


To cooperate with us, don’t hesitate to contact Us.

Dalibor Debartoli, director